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Ã¢â‚¬Å“A convincing case that careful analysis of the history, issues, individuals, and institutions

can lead to better decisionsÃ¢â‚¬â€•in business as well as in governmentÃ¢â‚¬Â•

(BusinessWeek).Two noted professors offer easily remembered rules for using history effectively in

day-to-day management of governmental and corporate affairs to avoid costly blunders. Ã¢â‚¬Å“An

illuminating guide to the use and abuse of history in affairs of stateÃ¢â‚¬Â• (Arthur Schlesinger).
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Richard E. Neustadt is Douglas Dillon Professor of Government in the John F. Kennedy School of

Government at Harvard University. For three decades an advisor to presidents, their aides, and to

members of the cabinet, he is the author of Alliance Politics and the influential study, Presidential

Power.

This book discusses various methods and frameworks for better use of history in the decision

making process. Although the targeted group is officeholders, many of the tips are suitable for

ordinary citizens. Making comparison with the past. finding similarities and differences and

analyzing the source of information are three valuable skills thoroughly delivered in the book.

Written in 1986, this work is a bit outdated in my opinion in terms of case studies. Some parts are

abstract and takes time to understand.



This is a great guide for a government staffer. If what you do is help a senior executive decision

maker there are a number of cases and examples of how history can be used properly to aid

decision making.Neustadt and May taught a classic course at the Harvard University Kennedy

School of Government and this is the text that resulted.I find it extremely useful in my own work.

Worth reading for anyone who helps a senior leader make decisions and take action.

clear and inciteful guide to how to utilize the lessons of history in making sound and prudent

decisions. I find it clear and except for the chapter on social security it keeps you engaged. Provides

you the right questions to ask when trying to find a historical precedent to guide future actions. The

lessons are simple and cogent and should be required reading in any masters program in

government. This book will be a benefit to any reader.

This is a great read with many thought provoking details and orientations. I highly recommend this

read by two noted Historians !!!!

A very useful account of real world samples of time critical decisions strategies. Worth a careful

look.

wonderful book.

Good Read

The book describe how the clients of the intelligence community use history to support and make

decisions. It further explains the how of using history to do better analysis of current situations.

Excellent reference.
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